I invested nearly $15,000 in XO Communications based on the integrity of the corporate officers well known in the communications, i.e. Dan Ackerman. The company was increasing year over year p/e from approx. -$5.00/shr loss to nearly -$1.00 in the 3rd quarter of 2001. Further, the company released statements that indicated further improvement in business revenue and standing in the industry. Finally, to allow the current corporate officers to "sell out" the company privately to Forstmann / Little and Tel Mex without the consent of the shareholders a complete undermining of the investment community. If this kind of maneuver can be allowed to take place, then be assured, it will undermine the confidence of the investment community in the securities industry and the stock market will suffer severely. Global Crossing is another example of this and this trend must stop. Only the FCC and SEC can do this. Please make the right decision and deny approval. Thank you, marc weinstein___________________________________